Duquesne Law School  
Center for Legal Information  
Law Faculty Proxy Agreement

In order to facilitate your borrowing privileges from DCLI and ACLL, we are launching a new proxy program where your Research Assistants may borrow materials from both libraries. Since the faculty can borrow materials for a year, this proxy arrangement will be updated at the beginning of each academic year unless the faculty wish to end this arrangement sooner than the expiration date. The faculty will be responsible for all materials checked out on their behalf.

I, ________________________________, authorize my research assistant to borrow library materials on my behalf from DCLI and I will be fully responsible for items checked out on my behalf.

Faculty Name ________________________________

Signature __________________________________________________________________________

Proxy/RA Name ____________________________________________

Signature __________________________________________________________________________

Expiration date for proxy _______________________________________

Head of Circulation __________________________

Signature __________________________________________________________________________

Date ________________________________________________________________________________